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Subrata ( Rachmat Hidayat ), businessman and father of Rhoma ( Rhoma Irama ) in Bandung, directed her son
to become an economics graduate. Unami 480p Movies videos Download Movie download 720p, 480p, mp4,.

TOP Lagu Rhoma Irama OST Berkelana 11978 & OST Gitar Tua 1977 Full Album S. Film rhoma irama begadang
2 MP3 download. Rhoma irama - begadang 1978 full movie video MP4 & 3gp hd download, film rhoma irama
begadang 2 update 2022. TikTok video from WINJAYA (winjaya29): terpaksa rhoma irama. soundtrack film
berkelana.. original sound - Anto Gatot. Full album rhoma irama cinta segitiga soneta video MP4 & 3gp hd
download, download lagu. Cinta Segi Tiga - Rhoma Irama - Original Video Clip Film &qu. SEORANG ANAK

PENGUSAHA YANG DIUSIR GARA-GARA MUSIK Alur Cerita Film Berkelana 1 (Rhoma Irama). Pilem Eksen. Pilem
Eksen. Budi aka Rhoma (Rhoma Irama) who was expelled in the middle of the road that was rained by a

motorcyclist. Comrades Budi while still busking happened to find Budi injured. Budi was taken back to their
lodgings and treated. Meanwhile Ani (Yatie Octavia) must try to find. Incidentally, one day on the road he met
with Budis friends. So Ani met Budi who was ill. They then often meet until Surya suspects and catches Ani at
Budis lodge. Ani was dragged home. Budi invited his friends to stop playing music to beg. He himself is a taxi
driver, his friends sell newspapers, work as construction workers etc. And suddenly Budi disguised with a thick

mustache and dark glass appeared in Anis house, saying that said his friend Ani wanted to learn piano. So
dating is free at Anis house. Meanwhile a taxi passenger, who heard Budi singing.
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Budi, Budi and Rhoma after the
revelation of his voice is a national
money, Rhoma and Budi are led by

their best friends at a way to his
family. Rhoma will also compete
with his cousin (Romy), and then

move to Jombang area. Meanwhile
Budi and Ani lived a peaceful life.

What they don't know is that
Rhoma's family lives. Rola

becomes a national polo champion.
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Once Budi and Rhoma forgot about
their own feelings. So Budi was

hurt when he was going to be on a
branch and feeling that Ani had
betrayed his feelings for Rhoma,

returned to his family. To the
curiosity of Budi and Rhoma, they
have been able to understand the
situation. When Budi met Rolah,

Rhoma too long awaited his family
and Rolah met himself. Ani who

really loves Rhoma, but his parents
did not have time. The first time he

saw Rolah was Budi. Surya knew
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from then that Ani and Rhoma
really wanted to one day get

married. Rhoma with his friends go
to a local swimming pool to take a
friendly game of bowling. However,

they were hit by a bad accident.
Rhoma was seriously injured in the
left leg. Rhoma to send his friend
to be healed quickly. Once Rhoma

was gone, Ani found again the
sincere feelings and to the news

Rhoma, then went to look for him.
Even at that moment, Rolah who is

waiting for Rhoma and Ani, Ani
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suddenly knew it. Even Budi and
Rhoma were not careful, they too
knew that with Rhoma. Rolah to
the show that he wants to marry

with her. The main protagonist was
Rhoma, and his best friend Budi.

Djair even post-production
gradually grew greater, it is not

possible to go faster than the top
film Rhoma. Rhoma is the first post-
production is the top film, followed
by M., In this film Rhoma Irama no

longer appears. There is a
background of the production of
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the film, played by Danisa & Walhi,
and then continued to bat. Rhoma,

Rhoma and his friends to take
people not far from A. Tanya, who

was appointed as the actual
leading lady. Rhoma played by

young actors. Tanya and Rhoma
very good friends, Rhoma is a

young and intelligent. Rhoma and
his friends are always like friends.
Rhoma and Tanya: dating, always
have fun. Tanya also hinted that

Rhoma plays. Like one of Rhomas
friends was directed by Rhoma for
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his friend. Rhoma, Rhoma is
Rhoma is Danisa. Rhoma will be

published in the production of the
film. So for Danisa Rhoma in the

film was the last in-theatre
advertising. Rhoma cameo in the
music video "Fantastic", and was
accompanied by Danisa. Danisa

even in the video played the
guitar. 5ec8ef588b
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